In this paper, the distance-dependence of the HRTF is investigated. Measurements on 8 human subjects and I dummy head were carried out at two source distances, 1.9 and 0.7 meters. The results were compared to a theoretical model. The distance change mainly affects the ILD, whereas the ITD remains unchanged. A simple model for the ILD change as a function of distance is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of measurement and application of head-related transfer functiom (HRTF) has been well established in spatial hearing and 3-D sound research during the past years. It is known that the functionality of spatial hearing is mostly dependent on the different sound pressures at the two ears, producing the interaural time differences (JTD) and interaural level differences (ILD) [ 11. The effect of source distance has, however, often been neglected in many HRTF studies. In the far-field the distance effects are minimal (21 (31, but as the source comes closer (below approx. 1 rn), the interaural cues, mainly the ILD, have been found to change as a function of distance. In the literature, there is surprisingly little information on near-field HRTF behavior (see [2] - [6] for related discussion). In this study we summarize measurements of near and far-field HRTFs and compare results to mathematical models. A simple method for distance modeling in HRTFs is discussed.
MEASUREMENT SPECIFICATION
The HRTF measurements were performed in the large anechoic chamber of the Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing at the Helsinki University of Technology [?I. For the far-field measurements we used Audax ATIOOMO 4" elements in plastic 190 mm spherical enclosures attached to an aluminum framework (covering seven elevation angles). In the near-field measurement, a smaller sound source (LPB 80 SC 3" element in a plastic 150 mm spherical enclosure) was at a distance of 0.7 rn to the subject. For this study, measurements were carried out at 0" elevation and 10" azimuthal increments. The spherical shape of the sound sources was considered as the most optimal for a single clement loudspeaker casing with minimum diffraction. The size and shape of the element used for near-field measurements was found not to affect the measurement result at the distance of 0.7 rn, at a closer range the point-source approximation would not have been valid anymore. A total of eight human subjects and one dummy head (Cortex MK II) were measured in this study in both near-and farfield setups. The test person was placed to a measurement chair that was lixed to a turntable. The ear canals of the subject were blocked with moldable silicon putty, to which two Sennheiser KE-41 l-2 miniature microphones were attached. The measurements were fully computer controlled.
RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO A SIMPLIFIED HRTF MODEL
The measurement results were compared to analytical data based on a spherical head HRTF model [2] - [4] . In Fig. I it can be seen that the ITD docs only vary slightly when the source moves from far-field to near-field, as has been stated in previous articles 121 131. In the case of ILD, however, we experience an ILD gain outside the median plane, increasing as the source moves to either side of the listener (also reported for a theoretical model in [2] [3]). In Figs. 2 and 3 , results are plot& for the azimuths of 210" and 240". The upper graphs in Figs 2 and 3 represent the ILD for near-field and far-field cases calculated both for the HRTF measurements and the spherical head model.
The lower graphs illustrate the change in 1LD as the distance moves from 1.9 meters to 0.7 meters. From the lower graphs shown in Figs 2 and 3 (and supported by analysis from different azimuthal locations not shown here), we see that the ILD change as a function of distance is quite linear, within +I-2 dB over a frequency range from 100 Hz to 5000 Hz. The experimental results for ILD gain when compared to a spherical head model are in fair agreement, although the computational model appears to slightly underestimate the ILD gain when moving FIGURE 1. ITD plots in near-field and far-field for HRTFs measured on human subjects (top graph, mean of 9 subject ITDs), and a spherical head model (bottom graph).
FIGURES 2 and 3. Top graphs: ILDs of measured HRTFs (mean across 9 subjects) and spherical head models at azimuth angles 2 10" and 240". Bottom graphs: ILD difference of measured HRTFs and spherical head models.
to the sides. Based on experimental results and the findings from previous publications [2] [3] we suggest a varying low-order filter or a simple gain function for approximating the ILD (separately for each incident angle) as the source moves from far-field to near-field. The parameters of this filter are dependent on the distance and the azimuth angle of the source. This structure will produce distance-dependent ILD outside the median plane.
As a result concerning a practical real-time implementation, we computed distance-and azimuth-dependent gain functions (for both left and right channels) derived from the measured ILDs. These gain functions can be used in real-time binaural synthesis by, e.g., cascading them with traditional minimum-phase HRTF filters and a frequency-independent ITD delay line approximation [8] .
We have discussed a method for modcling ILD behavior as a function of distance based on HRTF measurements on human subjects. The method is applicable in the context of HRTF filter design and implementation [8] for near-field applications.
